Thought for the Day
from www.theachieversmind.com

Some of the greatest minds of the past have left us a road map to follow
for our own success.
Below are some of their thoughts and ideas...

January 1st

“Every day, in every way, I'm getting better and better.”
Emile Coué

January 2nd

“A conservative is a man who is too cowardly to fight and too fat to
run.”
Elbert Hubbard

January 3rd

“A goal is a dream with a deadline.”
Napoleon Hill

January 4th

“A man has to learn that he cannot command things, but that he can
command himself; that he cannot coerce the wills of others, but that
he can mould and master his own will: and things serve him who
serves Truth; people seek guidance of him who is master of himself.”
James Allen

January 5th

“Without promotion something terrible happens... Nothing!”
P.T. Barnum

January 6th

“Get rich, that is the best way to help the poor... The poor do not need
charity; they need inspiration. Charity only sends them a loaf of bread
to keep them alive in their wretchedness, or gives them entertainment
to make them forget for an hour or two; but inspiration will cause
them to rise out of their misery. If you want to help the poor,
demonstrate to them that they can become rich; prove it by getting
rich yourself.”
Wallace D. Wattles

January 7th

“A failure is a man who has blundered, but is not able to cash in the
experience.”
Elbert Hubbard
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January 8th

“There are many who are living far below their possibilities because
they are continually handing over their individualities to others. Do
you want to be a power in the world? Then be yourself.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

January 9th

“Action is the real measure of intelligence.”
Napoleon Hill

January 10th

“One draws to himself thought waves corresponding in character
with the nature of the prevailing thoughts in his own mind - his
mental attitude. Then again he begins to set in motion the great Law
of Attraction, whereby he draws to him others likely to help him, and
is, in turn, attracted to others who can aid him.”
William Walker Atkinson

January 11th

“We should have no regrets. The past is finished. There is nothing to
be gained by going over it. Whatever it gave us in the experiences it
brought us was something we had to know.”
Rebecca Beard

January 12th

“A little more persistence, a little more effort, and what seemed
hopeless failure may turn to glorious success.”
Elbert Hubbard

January 13th

“A man is literally what he thinks.”
James Allen

January 14th

“When your desires are strong enough you will appear to possess
superhuman powers to achieve.”
Napoleon Hill
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January 15th

“All achievements, all earned riches, have their beginning in an
idea.”
Napoleon Hill

January 16th

“Nothing can prevent your picture from coming into concrete form
except the same power which gave it birth – yourself.”
Genevieve Behrend

January 17th

“A man is not paid for having a head and hands, but for using them.”
Elbert Hubbard

January 18th

“At least ninety per cent of our mental life is subconscious, so that
those who fail to make use of this mental power live within very
narrow limits.”
Charles F. Haanel

January 19th

“Borrowing knowledge of reality from all sources, taking the best
from every study, Science of Mind brings together the highest
enlightenment of the ages.
Ernest Holmes

January 20th

“By constant self-discipline and self-control you can develop
greatness of character.”
Grenville Kleiser

January 21st

“All the breaks you need in life wait within your imagination,
Imagination is the workshop of your mind, capable of turning mind
energy into accomplishment and wealth.”
Napoleon Hill
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January 22nd

“A retentive memory may be a good thing, but the ability to forget is
the true token of greatness.”
Elbert Hubbard

January 23rd

“A man is not rightly conditioned until he is a happy, healthy, and
prosperous being; and happiness, health, and prosperity are the result
of a harmonious adjustment of the inner with the outer of the man
with his surroundings.”
James Allen

January 24th

“Wise men, when in doubt whether to speak or to keep quiet, give
themselves the benefit of the doubt, and remain silent.”
Napoleon Hill

January 25th

“Every crowd has a silver lining.”
P.T. Barnum

January 26th

“Any change, even a change for the better, is always accompanied by
drawbacks and discomforts.”
Arnold Bennett

January 27th

“An idea that is not dangerous is unworthy to be called an idea at
all.”
Elbert Hubbard

January 28th

“Any idea, plan, or purpose may be placed in the mind through
repetition of thought.”
Napoleon Hill
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January 29th

“You can do it if you believe you can!”
Napoleon Hill

January 30th

“Many of us spend our lives searching for success when it is usually
so close that we can reach out and touch it.”
Russell H. Conwell

January 31st

“You are the architect of your own life”
Henry Thomas Hamblin

February 1st

“Be pleasant until ten o’clock in the morning and the rest of the day
will take care of itself.”
Elbert Hubbard

February 2nd

“A man sooner or later discovers that he is the master-gardener of his
soul, the director of his life.”
James Allen

February 3rd

“Before success comes in any man's life, he's sure to meet with much
temporary defeat and, perhaps some failures. When defeat overtakes
a man, the easiest and the most logical thing to do is to quit. That's
exactly what the majority of men do.”
Napoleon Hill

February 4th

“Each one of us is an outlet to God and an inlet to God.”
Ernest Holmes
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February 5th

“You can start right where you stand and apply the habit of going the
extra mile by rendering more service and better service than you are
now being paid for.”
Napoleon Hill

February 6th

“Character is the result of two things: mental attitude and the way we
spend our time.”
Elbert Hubbard

February 7th

“A miracle is nothing more or less than this. Anyone who has come
into a knowledge of his true identity, of his oneness with the allpervading wisdom and power, this makes it possible for laws higher
than the ordinary mind knows of to be revealed to him.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

February 8th

“To become really rich is the most noblest aim you can have in life,
for it includes everything else.”
Wallace D. Wattles

February 9th

“Big pay and little responsibility are circumstances seldom found
together.”
Napoleon Hill

February 10th

“Above all be of single aim; have a legitimate and useful purpose,
and devote yourself unreservedly to it”.
James Allen

February 11th

“Christianity supplies a Hell for the people who disagree with you
and a Heaven for your friends.”
Elbert Hubbard
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February 12th

“You give before you get.”
Napoleon Hill

February 13th

“Money is a terrible master but an excellent servant”
P.T. Barnum

February 14th

“Thought is a force - a manifestation of energy - having a magnetlike power of attraction.”
William Walker Atkinson

February 15th

“Cherish your visions and your dreams as they are the children of
your soul, the blueprints of your ultimate achievements.”
Napoleon Hill

February 16th

“Die, verb: To stop sinning suddenly.”
Elbert Hubbard

February 17th

“The habit of being uniformly considerate toward others will bring
increased happiness to you”
Grenville Kleiser

February 18th

“You will find as you look back upon your life that the moments
when you have really lived are the moments when you have done
things in the spirit of love.”
Henry Drummond
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February 19th

“All that you accomplish or fail to accomplish with your life is the
direct result of your thoughts.”
James Allen

February 20th

“Create a definite plan for carrying out your desire and begin at once,
whether you are ready or not, to put this plan into action.”
Napoleon Hill

February 21st

“Do not take life too seriously. You will never get out of it alive.”
Elbert Hubbard

February 22nd

“God gives some more than others because some accept more than
others.”
Ernest Holmes

February 23rd

“Into the hands of every individual is given a marvellous power for
good or evil-the silent, unconscious, unseen influence of his life. This
is simply the constant radiation of what man really is, not what he
pretends to be.”
William George Jordan

February 24th

“Words are also seeds, and when dropped into the invisible spiritual
substance, they grow and bring forth after their kind”
Charles Fillmore

February 25th

“The fact that you have failed to get the lesser proves conclusively
that you deserve the greater.”
Christian Larson
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February 26th

“Do your work with your whole heart, and you will succeed – there’s
so little competition.”
Elbert Hubbard

February 27th

“Desire is the starting point of all achievement, not a hope, not a
wish, but a keen pulsating desire which transcends everything.”
Napoleon Hill

February 28th

“As in the rankest soil the most beautiful flowers are grown, so in the
dark soil of poverty the choicest flowers of humanity have developed
and bloomed.”
James Allen

March 1st

“More persons, on the whole, are humbugged by believing in
nothing, than by believing too much”
P.T. Barnum

March 2nd

“Good humour is a tonic for mind and body. It is the best antidote for
anxiety and depression. It is a business asset. It attracts and keeps
friends. It lightens human burdens. It is the direct route to serenity
and contentment.”
Grenville Kleiser

March 3rd

“Every man is a damn fool for at least five minutes every day;
wisdom consists in not exceeding the limit.”
Elbert Hubbard

March 4th

“You will resemble, tomorrow, the DOMINATING THOUGHTS that
you keep alive in your mind today!”
Napoleon Hill
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March 5th

“Don't wait. The time will never be just right.”
Napoleon Hill

March 6th

“To be at one with God is to be at peace ... peace is to be found only
within, and unless one finds it there he will never find it at all. Peace
lies not in the external world. It lies within one's own soul.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

March 7th

”When the imagination and will power are in conflict, are
antagonistic, it is always the imagination which wins, without any
exception.”
Emile Coué

March 8th

“Circumstances do not make the man, they reveal him.”
James Allen

March 9th

“Friendship, like credit, is highest when it is not used.”
Elbert Hubbard

March 10th

“Give every man more in use value than you take from him in cash
value; then you are adding life to the world by every business
transaction. If you have people working for you, you must take from
them more in cash value than you pay them in wages; but you can so
organize your business that it will be filled with the principle of
advancement, and so that each employee who wishes to do so may
advance a little every day.”
Wallace D. Wattles

March 11th

“Edison failed 10, 000 times before he made the electric light. Do not
be discouraged if you fail a few times.”
Napoleon Hill
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March 12th

“Your ability to use the principle of autosuggestion will depend, very
largely, upon your capacity to concentrate upon a given desire until
that desire becomes a burning obsession.”
Napoleon Hill

March 13th

“I do not believe that God has imposed suffering upon anyone to
punish them or to teach them a lesson.”
Ernest Holmes

March 14th

“Genius may have its limitations, but stupidity is not thus
handicapped.”
Elbert Hubbard

March 15th

“The best way to overcome undesirable or negative thoughts and
feelings is to cultivate the positive ones.”
William Walker Atkinson

March 16th

“You can not entertain weak, harmful, negative thoughts ten hours a
day and expect to bring about beautiful, strong and harmonious
conditions by ten minutes of strong, positive, creative thought.”
Charles F. Haanel

March 17th

“Education comes from within; you get it by struggle and effort and
thought.”
Napoleon Hill

March 18th

“Dream lofty dreams, and as you dream, so you shall become. Your
vision is the promise of what you shall one day be; your ideal is the
prophecy of what you shall at last unveil.”
James Allen
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March 19th

“Those who really desire to attain an independence, have only set
their minds upon it, and adopt the proper means, as they do in regard
to any other object which they wish to accomplish, and the thing is
easily done.”
P.T. Barnum

March 20th

“God will not look you over for medals degrees or diplomas, but for
scars.”
Elbert Hubbard

March 21st

“You are already of consequence in the world if you are known as a
man of strict integrity”
Grenville Kleiser

March 22nd

“There can be no knowledge without emotion. We may be aware of a
truth, yet until we have felt its force, it is not ours. To the cognition of
the brain must be added the experience of the soul.”
Arnold Bennett

March 23rd

“Effort only fully releases its reward after a person refuses to quit.”
Napoleon Hill

March 24th

“The people who influence you are the people who believe in you”
Henry Drummond

March 25th

“He has achieved success who has worked well, laughed often, and
loved much.”
Elbert Hubbard
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March 26th

“The supreme courage of life is the courage of the soul. It is living,
day-by-day, sincerely, steadfastly, serenely, - despite all opinions, all
obstacles, all opposition. It means the wine of inspiration from the
crushed grapes of our sorrows. This courage makes the simplest life,
great; it makes the greatest life - sublime. It means the royal dignity
of fine individual living.”
William George Jordan

March 27th

“For true success ask yourself these four questions: Why? Why not?
Why not me? Why not now?”
James Allen

March 28th

“In principle the great religions of the world do not differ as much as
they appear to.”
Ernest Holmes

March 29th

“Every adversity, every failure, every heartache carries with it the
seed on an equal or greater benefit.”
Napoleon Hill

March 30th

“He who does not understand your silence will probably not
understand your words.”
Elbert Hubbard

March 31st

“No matter what you do, do it to your utmost. I always attribute my
success to always requiring myself to do my level best, if only in
driving a tack in straight.”
Russell H. Conwell

April 1st

“Men who accomplish great things in the industrial world are the
ones who have faith in the money producing power of ideas.”
Charles Fillmore
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April 2nd

“Your big opportunity may be right where you are now.”
Napoleon Hill

April 3rd

“If I shoot at the sun I may hit a star”
P.T. Barnum

April 4th

“How many a man has thrown up his hands at a time when a little
more effort, a little more patience would have achieved success.”
Elbert Hubbard

April 5th

“Every person who wins in any undertaking must be willing to cut all
sources of retreat. Only by doing so can one be sure of maintaining
that state of mind known as a burning desire to win - essential to
success.”
Napoleon Hill

April 6th

“Good thoughts bear good fruit, bad thoughts bear bad fruit”.
James Allen

April 7th

“Faith is an invisible and invincible magnet, and attracts to itself
whatever it fervently desires and calmly and persistently expects.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

April 8th

“Everyone visualizes whether he knows it or not. Visualizing is the
great secret to success.”
Genevieve Behrend
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April 9th

“I would rather be able to appreciate things I cannot have than to
have things I am not able to appreciate.”
Elbert Hubbard

April 10th

“As you put into practice the qualities of patience, punctuality,
sincerity, and solicitude, you will have a better opinion of the world
around you”
Grenville Kleiser

April 11th

“Everyone enjoys doing the kind of work for which he is best suited.”
Napoleon Hill

April 12th

“You are to become a creator, not a competitor; you are going to get
what you want, but in such a way that when you get it every other
man will have more than he has now.”
Wallace D. Wattles

April 13th

“Life is a mirror and will reflect back to the thinker what he thinks
into it.”
Ernest Holmes

April 14th

“If you can’t answer a man’s arguments, all is not lost; you can still
call him vile names.”
Elbert Hubbard

April 15th

“Happiness is mental harmony; unhappiness is mental inharmony.”
James Allen
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April 16th

“The presence of an active, energetic, successful man, or set of men,
in a place, will permeate the place with positive vibrations that will
stimulate all who abide there.”
William Walker Atkinson

April 17th

“Fears are nothing more than a state of mind.”
Napoleon Hill

April 18th

“There is no happiness in having or in getting, but only in giving”
Henry Drummond

April 19th

“If you suffer, thank God! It is a sure sign that you are alive.”
Elbert Hubbard

April 20th

“Here is a mental treatment guaranteed to cure every ill that flesh is
heir to: sit for half an hour every night and mentally forgive everyone
against whom you have any ill will or antipathy”
Charles Fillmore

April 21st

“Whatever you do, do it with all your might. Work at it, early and
late, in season and out of season, not leaving a stone unturned, and
never deferring for a single hour that which can be done just as well
now. “
P.T. Barnum

April 22nd

“Faith is power to believe and power to see...”
Prentice Mulford
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April 23rd

“First comes thought; then organization of that thought, into ideas
and plans; then transformation of those plans into reality. The
beginning, as you will observe, is in your imagination.”
Napoleon Hill

April 24th

“In order to have friends, you must first be one.”
Elbert Hubbard

April 25th

“Harmony is one phase of the law whose spiritual expression is
love.”
James Allen

April 26th

“Nature intends all men and women to be mental and spiritual giants,
and does not intend that any one should follow the will of another.”
Christian Larson

April 27th

“Life is simply time given to man to learn how to live. Mistakes are
always part of learning. The real dignity of life consists in cultivating
a fine attitude towards our own mistakes and those of others. It is the
fine tolerance of a fine soul. Man becomes great, not through never
making mistakes, but by profiting by those he does make; by being
satisfied with a single rendition of a mistake not encoring it into a
continuous performance; by getting from it the honey of new,
regenerating inspiration with no irritating sting of morbid regret; by
building better today because of his poor yesterday; and by rising
with renewed strength, finer purpose and freshened courage every
time he falls.”
William George Jordan

April 28th

“Teach and practice, practice and teach - that is all we have; that is all
we are good for; that is all we ever ought to do.”
Ernest Holmes

April 29th

“Initiative is doing the right things without being told.”
Elbert Hubbard
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April 30th

“Great achievement is usually born of great sacrifice, and is never the
result of selfishness.”
Napoleon Hill

May 1st

“Let your intentions be good - embodied in good thoughts, cheerful
words, and unselfish deeds - and the world will be to you a bright and
happy place in which to work and play and serve”
Grenville Kleiser

May 2nd

“Depend only upon yourself but work in harmony with all things.”
Christian Larson

May 3rd

“It is better to have faith in everybody and be deceived occasionally
than to mistrust everybody and be deceived almost constantly.”
Christian Larson

May 4th

“It does not take much strength to do things, but it requires great
strength to decide on what to do.”
Elbert Hubbard

May 5th

“Every man is where he is by the law of his being. The thoughts
which he has built into his character have brought him there, and in
the arrangement of his life there is no element of chance, but all is the
result of a law which cannot err. This is just as true of those who feel
“out of harmony” with their surroundings as of those who are
contented with them”
James Allen

May 6th

“Love is everything. It is the key to life, and its influences are those
that move the world.”
Ralph Waldo Trine
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May 7th

“Happiness is found in doing, not merely possessing.”
Napoleon Hill

May 8th

“Wherever we are, it is our friends that make our world.”
Henry Drummond

May 9th

“It is easy to get everything you want, provided you first learn to do
without the things you cannot get.”
Elbert Hubbard

May 10th

“Many persons are always kept poor, because they are too visionary.
Every project looks to them like certain successes, and therefore they
keep changing from one business to another, always in hot water,
always ‘under the harrow’.”
P.T. Barnum

May 11th

“We increase whatever we praise. The whole creation responds to
praise, and is glad.”
Charles Fillmore

May 12th

“The intellect is a cold thing and a merely intellectual idea will never
stimulate thought in the same manner that a spiritual idea does.”
Ernest Holmes

May 13th

“Hold a picture of yourself long and steadily enough in your mind's
eye, and you will be drawn toward it.”
Napoleon Hill
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May 14th

“It may happen sometimes that a long debate becomes the cause of a
longer friendship. Commonly, those who dispute with one another at
last agree.”
Elbert Hubbard

May 15th

“He who would accomplish little must sacrifice little; he who would
achieve much must sacrifice much; he who would attain highly must
sacrifice greatly.”
James Allen

May 16th

“The riches they receive will be in exact proportion to the
definiteness of their vision, the fixity of their purpose, the steadiness
of their faith, and the depth of their gratitude.”
Wallace D. Wattles

May 17th

“If you are not satisfied with what is coming to you, start to work and
change your mental attitude and mental states, and you will see a
change gradually setting in.”
William Walker Atkinson

May 18th

“Every cell in your body is intelligent and will respond to your
direction. The cells are all creators and will create the exact pattern
which you give them.”
Charles F. Haanel

May 19th

“It’s pretty hard to be efficient without being obnoxious.”
Elbert Hubbard

May 20th

“Ideas are the beginning points of all fortunes.”
Napoleon Hill
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May 21st

“Today a thousand doors of enterprise are open to you, inviting you
to useful work. To live at this time is an inestimable privilege, and a
sacred obligation devolves upon you to make right use of your
opportunities. Today is the day in which to attempt and achieve
something worthwhile.”
Grenville Kleiser

May 22nd

“We shall never have more time. We have, and always had, all the
time there is. No object is served in waiting until next week or even
until tomorrow. Keep going... Concentrate on something useful.”
Arnold Bennett

May 23rd

“The habit of giving up when the present task is half finished and try
something else is one of the chief causes of failure.”
Christian Larson

May 24th

“Know what you want to do, hold the thought firmly, and do every
day what should be done, and every sunset will see you that much
nearer to your goal.”
Elbert Hubbard

May 25th

“If your real desire is to be good, there is no need to wait for the
money before you do it; you can do it now, this very moment, and
just where you are.”
James Allen

May 26th

“If you cannot do great things, do small things in a great way.”
Napoleon Hill

May 27th

“The road to freedom lies not through mysteries or occult
performances, but through the intelligent use of natural forces and
laws.”
Ernest Holmes
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May 28th

“Do not scatter your powers. Engage in one kind of business only,
and stick to it faithfully until you succeed, or until your experience
shows that you should abandon it.”
P.T. Barnum

May 29th

“Life in abundance comes only through great love.”
Elbert Hubbard

May 30th

“Money is power, and you ought to be reasonably ambitious to have
it.”
Russell H. Conwell

May 31st

“To love abundantly is to live abundantly, and to love forever is to
live forever.”
Henry Drummond

June 1st

“If you do not conquer self, you will be conquered by self.”
Napoleon Hill

June 2nd

“A harsh world may tell us that we are too old, that nobody wants us,
and that there is nothing for us to do. Yet, if we retire on the Hidden
Strength; if we stay our mind upon God; if we renew our strength
through waiting upon the Lord, and if we seek guidance from the
fount of all wisdom, we find not only that the evils of life pass by, but
that God has a niche in life for us which nobody else can fill.”
Henry Thomas Hamblin

June 3rd

“Life is just one damned thing after another.”
Elbert Hubbard
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June 4th

“In all human affairs there are efforts, and there are results, and the
strength of the effort is the measure of the result.”
James Allen

June 5th

“Man does not drift into goodness... the chance port of an aimless
voyage. He must fight ever for his destination.”
William George Jordan

June 6th

“If you must speak ill of another, do not speak it, write it in the sand
near the water's edge.”
Napoleon Hill

June 7th

“To be at one with God is to be at peace ... peace is to be found only
within, and unless one finds it there he will never find it at all. Peace
lies not in the external world. It lies within one's own soul.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

June 8th

“Live truth instead of professing it.”
Elbert Hubbard

June 9th

“We shall serve for the joy of serving, prosperity shall flow to us and
through us in unending streams of plenty.”
Charles Fillmore

June 10th

“Make your judgement trustworthy by trusting it”
Grenville Kleiser
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June 11th

“The man or woman who never weakens when things are against
them, will grow stronger and stronger until they will have the power
to cause all things to be for them.”
Christian Larson

June 12th

“Initiative is as essential to success as a hub is essential to a wagon
wheel.”
Napoleon Hill

June 13th

“Love grows by giving. The love we give away is the only love we
keep. The only way to retain love is to give it away.”
Elbert Hubbard

June 14th

“It is a process of diverting one's scattered forces into one powerful
channel.”
James Allen

June 15th

“The universal Mind contains all knowledge. It is the potential
ultimate of all things. To it, all things are possible.”
Ernest Holmes

June 16th

“A constant hammering on one nail will generally drive it home at
last, so that it can be clinched. When a man's undivided attention is
centred on one object, his mind will constantly be suggesting
improvements of value, which would escape him if his brain was
occupied by a dozen different subjects at once.”
P.T. Barnum

June 17th

“The best workmen, writers, inventors, composers, etc., are those
who are able "to see the thing in the mind", and then reproduce it in
materialized form.”
William Walker Atkinson
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June 18th

“Many a man’s reputation would not know his character if they met
on the street.”
Elbert Hubbard

June 19th

“It has always been my belief that a man should do his best,
regardless of how much he receives for his services, or the number of
people he may be serving or the class of people served.”
Napoleon Hill

June 20th

“... you can render to God and humanity no greater service than to
make the most of yourself.”
Wallace D. Wattles

June 21st

“On the last analysis, then, love is life. Love never faileth and life
never faileth so long as there is love.”
Henry Drummond

June 22nd

“Determine the result you desire… law of averages does not know
the objective until the decision is made. Once a decision is made, the
law of averages goes into operation.”
Earl Prevette

June 23rd

“Men are only as great as they are kind.”
Elbert Hubbard

June 24th

“Let there be nothing within thee that is not very beautiful and very
gentle, and there will be nothing without thee that is not beautiful and
softened by the spell of thy presence.”
James Allen
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June 25th

“It is always your next move.”
Napoleon Hill

June 26th

“Man is a magnet, and every line and dot and detail of his
experiences come by his own attraction.”
Elizabeth Towne

June 27th

“A man who is morally clean, other things being equal, has in every
instance, greater agility, greater capacity, and greater endurance by
far than the man who is not. While the latter is wasting his creative
energies in useless pleasures, as well as in disease producing habits,
the former is turning all of his creative energy into ability and genius,
and the result is evident.”
Christian Larson

June 28th

“No one ever gets far unless he accomplishes the impossible at least
once a day.”
Elbert Hubbard

June 29th

“People who have attained things worth having in this world have
worked while others have idled, have persevered while others gave
up in despair, and have practiced early in life the valuable habits of
self-denial, industry, and singleness of purpose.”
Grenville Kleiser

June 30th

“There was a time when a man was so convinced that the world was
round that he was determined to prove it.”
Ernest Holmes

July 1st

“It is literally true that you can succeed best and quickest by helping
others to succeed.”
Napoleon Hill
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July 2nd

“Many a fortune has slipped through a man's fingers because he was
engaged in too many occupations at a time.”
P.T. Barnum

July 3rd

“One machine can do the work of fifty ordinary men. No machine
can do the work of one extraordinary man.”
Elbert Hubbard

July 4th

“Man is made or unmade by himself. By the right choice he ascends.
As a being of power, intelligence, and love, and the lord of his own
thoughts, he holds the key to every situation.”
James Allen

July 5th

“Therefore keep in the midst of life. Do not isolate yourself. Be
among men and things, and among troubles, and difficulties, and
obstacles.”
Henry Drummond

July 6th

“To get up each morning with the resolve to be happy... is to set our
own conditions to the events of each day. To do this is to condition
circumstances instead of being conditioned by them.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

July 7th

“It takes half your life before you discover life is a do-it-yourself
project.”
Napoleon Hill

July 8th

“Polygamy: An endeavour to get more out of life than there is in it.”
Elbert Hubbard
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July 9th

“When your understanding grasps the power to visualise your heart's
desires and holds it with your will, it attracts to you all things
requisite to the fulfilment of that picture by the harmonious vibration
of the Law of Attraction.”
Genevieve Behrend

July 10th

“There are opportunities everywhere, just as there have always
been...”
Charles Fillmore

July 11th

“In the building of character, the two principal objects in view should
be the strong and the beautiful. The character that is strong but not
beautiful may have force, but cannot use that force in the building of
the superior. The character that is beautiful but not strong will not
have sufficient power to carry out its lofty ideals. It is the strong and
the beautiful combined that builds mind and character, and that brings
into being the superior man.”
Christian Larson

July 12th

“Men are anxious to improve their circumstances, but are unwilling
to improve themselves; they therefore remain bound.”
James Allen

July 13th

“Positive anything is better than negative nothing.”
Elbert Hubbard

July 14th

“Just as our eyes need light in order to see, our minds need ideas in
order to conceive.”
Napoleon Hill

July 15th

“To believe in a just law of cause and effect, carrying with it a
punishment or a reward, is to believe in righteousness.”
Ernest Holmes
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July 16th

“…When you have learned to control yourself you will have found
the “World Within” which controls the world without; you will have
become irresistible; men and things will respond to your every wish
without any apparent effort on your part.”
Charles F. Haanel

July 17th

“The use of the Will as the projector of Mentative Currents is the real
base of all Mental Magic.
William Walker Atkinson

July 18th

“Pray that success will not come any faster than you are able to
endure it.”
Elbert Hubbard

July 19th

“There is good sense in the old caution against having too many irons
in the fire at once.”
P.T. Barnum

July 20th

“Man, alone, has the power to transform his thoughts into physical
reality; man, alone, can dream and make his dreams come true.”
Napoleon Hill

July 21st

“No duty is more urgent than that of returning thanks.”
James Allen

July 22nd

“It is necessary, then, to cultivate the habit of being grateful for every
good thing that comes to you, and to give thanks continuously. And
because all things have contributed to your advancement, you should
include all things in your gratitude”
Wallace D. Wattles
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July 23rd

“Responsibility is the price of freedom.”
Elbert Hubbard

July 24th

“It should be encouraging to you to know that if you are now
confronted by any kind of problem, personal or otherwise, there is a
way to solve it, and you will find the way as rapidly and as surely as
you apply to it the principles of divine truth”
Grenville Kleiser

July 25th

“The real tragedy is the tragedy of the man who never in his life
braces himself for his one supreme effort, who never stretches to his
full capacity, never stands up to his full stature”
Arnold Bennett

July 26th

“Money without brains is always dangerous.”
Napoleon Hill

July 27th

“To become Christ-like is the only thing in the whole world worth
caring for, the thing before which every ambition of man is folly and
all lower achievement vain.”
Henry Drummond

July 28th

“Reversing your treatment of the man you have wronged is better
than asking his forgiveness.”
Elbert Hubbard

July 29th

“So, if you feel a smile begin, don't leave it undetected,
let's start an epidemic quick, and get the world infected!”
Russell H. Conwell
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July 30th

“No temptation can gravitate to a man unless there is that is his heart
which is capable of responding to it.”
James Allen

July 31st

“We can no more do without spirituality than we can do without food,
shelter, or clothing.”
Ernest Holmes

August 1st

“More gold has been mined from the thoughts of men than has been
taken from the earth.”
Napoleon Hill

August 2nd

“So long as governments set the example of killing their enemies,
private individuals will occasionally kill theirs.”
Elbert Hubbard

August 3rd

“Happiness is the soul’s joy in the possession of the intangible.”
William George Jordan

August 4th

“It is the childlike mind that finds the kingdom.”
Charles Fillmore

August 5th

“Work at it, if necessary, early and late, in season and out of season,
not leaving a stone unturned, and never deferring for a single hour
that which can be done just as well now... Ambition, energy, industry,
perseverance, are indispensable requisites for success in business.”
P.T. Barnum
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August 6th

“Thoughts are forces.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

August 7th

“The best preparation for good work tomorrow is to do good work
today.”
Elbert Hubbard

August 8th

“Most great people have attained their greatest success just one step
beyond their greatest failure.”
Napoleon Hill

August 9th

“Our life is what our thoughts make it. A man will find that as he
alters his thoughts toward things and other people, things and other
people will alter towards him.”
James Allen

August 10th

“If we are to love others as we love ourselves, then we must learn to
love the little self which so often needs to be forgiven for doing the
things we do not want to do and saying the things we do not want to
say.”
Rebecca Beard

August 11th

“To every problem there is already a solution whether you know it or
not.”
Grenville Kleiser

August 12th

“The church saves sinners, but science seeks to stop their
manufacture.”
Elbert Hubbard
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August 13th

“Goodwill to others... helps build you up. It is good for your body. It
makes your blood purer, your muscles stronger, and your whole form
more symmetrical in shape. It is the real elixir of life.”
Prentice Mulford

August 14th

“Most so-called Failures are only temporary defeats.”
Napoleon Hill

August 15th

“We live on three planes: we are spirit, soul, and body. We meet
people on all three planes: spiritual, mental, and physical.”
Ernest Holmes

August 16th

“He lives who dies to win a lasting name”
Henry Drummond

August 17th

“The final proof of greatness lies in being able to endure criticism
without resentment.”
Elbert Hubbard

August 18th

“The greatest achievement was at first and for a time a dream. The
oak sleeps in the acorn, the bird waits in the egg, and in the highest
vision of the soul a waking angel stirs. Dreams are the seedlings of
realities.”
James Allen

August 19th

“Impressions upon brain cells become deepened by constant
practice.”
William Walker Atkinson
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August 20th

“Nature cannot be tricked or cheated. She will give up to you the
object of your struggles only after you have paid her price.”
Napoleon Hill

August 21st

“Politeness and civility are the best capital ever invested in business.
Large stores, gilt signs, flaming advertisements, will all prove
unavailing if you or your employees treat your patrons abruptly.”
P.T. Barnum

August 22nd

“The greatest mistake you can make in life is continually fearing that
you’ll make one.”
Elbert Hubbard

August 23rd

“Never permit circumstances to change your plans, but give so much
character to your plans that they will change circumstances. Give so
much character to the current of your work that all things will be
drawn into that current, and that which at first was but a tiny rivulet,
will thus be swelled into a mighty, majestic stream.”
Christian Larson

August 24th

“Give every man more in use value than you take from him in cash
value; then you are adding to the life of the world by every business
transaction.”
Wallace D. Wattles

August 25th

“No man can live upward when he is talking downward.”
Orison Swett Marden

August 26th

“No accurate thinker will judge another person by that which the
other person's enemies say about him.”
Napoleon Hill
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August 27th

“The happiness of this life depends less on what befalls you than the
way in which you take it.”
Elbert Hubbard

August 28th

“The law of harvest is to reap more than you sow. Sow an act, and
you reap a habit. Sow a habit and you reap a character. Sow a
character and you reap a destiny.”
James Allen

August 29th

“By constant self-discipline and self-control you can develop
greatness of character.”
Grenville Kleiser

August 30th

“When prayer removes distrust and doubt and enters the field of
mental certainty, it becomes faith; and the universe is built on faith.”
Ernest Holmes

August 31st

“No man can succeed in a line of endeavour which he does not like.”
Napoleon Hill

September 1st

“The highest reward that God gives us for good work is the ability to
do better work.”
Elbert Hubbard

September 2nd

“The lives of all of us have been moulded largely by induction
through suggestion.”
William Walker Atkinson
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September 3rd

“It is the mark of a fine character never to be critical and to mention
but rarely the faults of others. A strong character does not resist evil,
but uses their strength in building the good. They know that when the
light is made strong, the darkness will disappear of itself.”
Christian Larson

September 4th

“All causes are essentially mental, and whosoever comes into daily
contact with a high order of thinking must take on some of it.”
Charles Fillmore

September 5th

“The truth is, the more kind and liberal a man is, the more generous
will be the patronage bestowed upon him.”
P.T. Barnum

September 6th

“The idea that is not dangerous is not worthy of being called an idea
at all.”
Elbert Hubbard

September 7th

“No man ever achieved worth-while success who did not, at one time
or other, find himself with at least one foot hanging well over the
brink of failure.”
Napoleon Hill

September 8th

“The man who cannot endure to have his errors and shortcomings
brought to the surface and made known, but tries to hide them, is
unfit to walk the highway of truth.”
James Allen

September 9th

“Faith is an invisible and invincible magnet, and attracts to itself
whatever it fervently desires and calmly and persistently expects.”
Ralph Waldo Trine
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September 10th

“Unhappiness is the hunger to get; happiness is the hunger to give…
If the individual should set out for a single day to give happiness, to
make life happier, brighter and sweeter, not for himself but for others,
he would find a wondrous revelation of what happiness really is.”
William George Jordan

September 11th

“The ineffable joy of forgiving and being forgiven forms an ecstasy
that might well arouse the envy of the gods.”
Elbert Hubbard

September 12th

“The more intense the nature of a man, the more readily will he find
meditation, and the more successfully will he practice it.”
James Allen

September 13th

“No man is ever whipped until he quits in his own mind.”
Napoleon Hill

September 14th

“It is often better to have a great deal of harm happen to one than a
little; a great deal may rouse you to remove what a little will only
accustom you to endure.”
Grenville Kleiser

September 15th

“Never limit your view of life by any past experience.”
Ernest Holmes

September 16th

“Let every man or woman here, if you never hear me again,
remember this, that if you wish to be great at all, you must begin
where you are and with what you are. He who would be great
anywhere must first be great in his own Philadelphia.”
Russell H. Conwell
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September 17th

“The line between failure and success is so fine that we scarcely
know when we pass it: so fine that we are often on the line and do not
know it.”
Elbert Hubbard

September 18th

“The man who sows wrong thoughts and deeds and prays that God
will bless him is in the position of a farmer who, having sown tares,
asks God to bring forth for him a harvest of wheat.”
James Allen

September 19th

“One must marry one's feelings to one's beliefs and ideas. That is
probably the only way to achieve a measure of harmony in one's
life.”
Napoleon Hill

September 20th

“Many a person has changed his whole physical and mental condition
by a careful, persistent course of auto-suggestion.”
William Walker Atkinson

September 21st

“Men who drive sharp bargains with their customers, acting as if they
never expected to see them again, will not be mistaken. They will
never see them again as customers. People don’t like to pay and get
kicked also.”
P.T. Barnum

September 22nd

“The love we give away is the only love we keep.”
Elbert Hubbard

September 23rd

“You may be pursuing the symbols of power, instead of power itself.
You may be pursuing fame instead of honour, riches instead of
wealth, position instead of servitude; in either event you will find that
they turn to ashes just as you overtake them…”
Charles F. Haanel
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September 24th

“It is done to you as you believe.”
Ernest Holmes

September 25th

“Persistence is to the character of man as carbon is to steel.”
Napoleon Hill

September 26th

“Any idea exclusively occupying the mind turns into reality.”
Emile Coué

September 27th

“The man who has no problems is out of the game.”
Elbert Hubbard

September 28th

“Happiness... consists in giving, and in serving others.”
Henry Drummond

September 29th

“Have perfect faith in yourself and in your ability to cope with any
combination of circumstances that may arise. Do not be disturbed if
you are alone; if you need friends they will come to you at the right
time. Do not be disturbed if you feel that you are ignorant; the
information that you need will be furnished you when it is time for
you to have it. That which is in you impelling you forward is in the
things and people you need, impelling them toward you. If there is a
particular man you need to know, he will be introduced to you; if
there is a particular book you need to read it will be placed in your
hands at the right time. All the knowledge you need will come to you
from both external and internal sources. Your information and your
talents will always be equal to the requirements of the occasion.
Remember that Jesus told his disciples not to worry as to what they
would say when brought before the judges; he knew that the power in
them would be sufficient for the needs of the hour.”
Wallace D. Wattles

September 30th

“No man can become a saint in his sleep.”
Henry Drummond
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October 1st

“Patience, persistence and perspiration make an unbeatable
combination for success.”
Napoleon Hill

October 2nd

“The man who knows it can’t be done counts the risk, not the
reward.”
Elbert Hubbard

October 3rd

“We may stumble, but always there is that eternal voice, forever
whispering within our ear, that thing which causes the eternal quest,
that thing which forever sings and sings.”
Ernest Holmes

October 4th

“Periods of wholesome laziness, after days of energetic effort, will
wonderfully tone up the mind and body.”
Grenville Kleiser

October 5th

“If you hesitate, some bolder hand will stretch out before you and get
the prize.”
P.T. Barnum

October 6th

“The more tranquil a man becomes, the greater is his success, his
influence, his power for good. Calmness of mind is one of the
beautiful jewels of wisdom.”
James Allen

October 7th

“The object of teaching a child is to enable him to get along without
his teacher.”
Elbert Hubbard
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October 8th

“Opportunity often comes disguised in the form of misfortune, or
temporary defeat.”
Napoleon Hill

October 9th

“This is the law of prosperity. When apparent adversity comes, be not
cast down by it, but make the best of it., and always look forward for
better things, for conditions more prosperous.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

October 10th

“The conscious use of this great power [visualisation] attracts to you
multiplied resources, intensifies your wisdom, and enables you to
make use of advantages which you formerly failed to recognise.”
Genevieve Behrend

October 11th

“There are times when a man should be content with what he has but
never with what he is.”
William George Jordan

October 12th

“The reason men oppose progress is not that they hate progress, but
that they love inertia.”
Elbert Hubbard

October 13th

“The one and only formative power given to man is thought. By his
thinking he not only makes character, but body and affairs, for "as he
thinketh within himself, so is he.”
Charles Fillmore

October 14th

“Procrastination is the bad habit of putting of until the day after
tomorrow what should have been done the day before yesterday.”
Napoleon Hill
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October 15th

“The very fact that you are a complainer, shows that you deserve
your lot.”
James Allen

October 16th

“Do not let trifles disturb your tranquillity of mind… Life is too
precious to be sacrificed for the non-essential and transient… Ignore
the inconsequential!”
Grenville Kleiser

October 17th

“The recipe for perpetual ignorance is: Be satisfied with your
opinions and content with your knowledge.”
Elbert Hubbard

October 18th

“It is easier to go down a hill than up, but the view is best from the
top”
Arnold Bennett

October 19th

“Children should be taught the art of getting enjoyment out of the
common things in life.”
Orison Swett Marden

October 20th

“Reduce your plan to writing. The moment you complete this, you
will have definitely given concrete form to the intangible desire.”
Napoleon Hill

October 21st

“A man who is known to be strictly honest, may be ever so poor, but
he has the purses of all the community at his disposal, for all know
that if he promises to return what he borrows, he will never
disappoint them.”
P.T. Barnum
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October 22nd

“The supernatural is the natural not yet understood.”
Elbert Hubbard

October 23rd

“Thoughts are things”
Prentice Mulford

October 24th

“The will to do springs from the knowledge that we can do.”
James Allen

October 25th

“To keep any great nation up to a high standard of civilization there
must be enough superior characters to hold the balance of power, but
the very moment the balance of power gets into the hands of second
grade men and women, a decline of that nation is inevitable.”
Christian Larson

October 26th

“Success in its highest and noblest form calls for peace of mind and
enjoyment and happiness which come only to the man who has found
the work that he likes best.”
Napoleon Hill

October 27th

“The thing we fear we bring to pass.”
Elbert Hubbard

October 28th

“Strength of character may be learned at work, but beauty of
character is learned at home.”
Henry Drummond
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October 29th

“There are fine things which you mean to do some day, under what
you think will be more favourable circumstances. But the only time
that is surely yours is the present, hence this is the time to speak the
word of appreciation and sympathy, to do the generous deed, to
forgive the fault of a thoughtless friend, to sacrifice self a little more
for others. Today is the day in which to express your noblest qualities
of mind and heart, to do at least one worthy thing which you have
long postponed, and to use your God-given abilities for the
enrichment of someone less fortunate. Today you can make your life
- significant and worthwhile. The present is yours to do with as you
will.”
Grenville Kleiser

October 30th

“Unless a man undertakes more than he possibly can do, he will
never do all he can do.”
Henry Drummond

October 31st

“Strength and growth come only through continuous effort and
struggle.”
Napoleon Hill

November 1st

“The world is moving so fast these days that the man who says it
can’t be done is generally interrupted by someone doing it.”
Elbert Hubbard

November 2nd

“They who have conquered doubt and fear have conquered failure.”
James Allen

November 3rd

“There is no failure except in no longer trying.”
Elbert Hubbard

November 4th

“The battle is all over except the “shouting” when one knows what is
wanted and has made up his mind to get it, whatever the price may
be.”
Napoleon Hill
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November 5th

“You might well remember that nothing can bring you success but
yourself.”
Napoleon Hill

November 6th

“The Power that Heals is in the patient himself; and whether it shall
become active or not does not depend upon the physical or mental
means used, but upon the way the patient thinks about these means.”
Wallace D. Wattles

November 7th

“As ye would that men should do to you, do ye also to them, and they
will do better by you than if you always treated them as if you wanted
to get the most you could of them for the least return.”
P.T. Barnum

November 8th

“The best way to sell yourself to others is first to sell the others to
yourself.”
Napoleon Hill

November 9th

“Every thought you entertain is a force that goes out, and every
thought comes back laden with its kind.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

November 10th

“To begin to think with purpose is to enter the ranks of those strong
ones who recognize failure as one of the pathways to attainment.”
James Allen

November 11th

“There is something that is much more scarce, something finer far,
something rarer than ability. It is the ability to recognize ability.”
Elbert Hubbard
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November 12th

“The ladder of success is never crowded at the top.”
Napoleon Hill

November 13th

“A state of expectancy is a great asset; a state of uncertainty - one
moment thinking “perhaps” and the next moment thinking “I don't
know” - will never get desired results.”
Ernest Holmes

November 14th

“Learn to depend upon yourself by doing things in accordance with
your own way of thinking”
Grenville Kleiser

November 15th

“The Divine Plan is one of Freedom. The inherent nature of man is
ever seeking to express itself in terms of freedom, because freedom is
the birthright of every living soul.”
Ernest Holmes

November 16th

“This will never be a civilized country until we spend more money
for books than we do for chewing gum.”
Elbert Hubbard

November 17th

“The majority of men meet with failure because of their lack of
persistence in creating new plans to take the place of those which
fail.”
Napoleon Hill

November 18th

“Calmness comes from within. It is the peace and restfulness of the
depths of our nature. The fury of storm and of wind agitate only the
surface of the sea… below that is the calm, unruffled deep. To be
ready for the great crises of life we must learn serenity in our daily
living. Calmness is the crown of self-control.”
William George Jordan
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November 19th

“To begin to think with purpose, is to enter the ranks of those strong
ones who only recognize failure as one of the pathways to
attainment.”
James Allen

November 20th

“Every thought therefore is a cause and every condition an effect; for
this reason it is absolutely essential that you control your thoughts so
as to bring forth only desirable conditions.”
Charles F. Haanel

November 21st

“To avoid criticism, do nothing, say nothing, and be nothing.”
Elbert Hubbard

November 22nd

“The man who does more than he is paid for will soon be paid for
more than he does.”
Napoleon Hill

November 23rd

“We are all, no doubt, born for a wise purpose.”
P.T. Barnum

November 24th

“Your own mind is a sacred enclosure into which nothing harmful
can enter except by your permission”
Arnold Bennett

November 25th

“What you admire in others will develop in yourself. Therefore, to
love the ordinary in anyone is to become ordinary, while to love the
noble and the lofty in all minds is to grow into the likeness of that
which is noble and lofty.”
Christian Larson
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November 26th

“We are not punished for our sins, but by them.”
Elbert Hubbard

November 27th

“The most interesting thing about a postage stamp is the persistence
with which it sticks to its job.”
Napoleon Hill

November 28th

“To desire is to obtain; to aspire is to achieve.”
James Allen

November 29th

“You can develop good judgement as you do the muscles of your
body - by judicious, daily exercise.”
Grenville Kleiser

November 30th

“You can attract only that which you mentally become and feel
yourself to be in reality.”
Ernest Holmes

December 1st

“We awaken in others the same attitude of mind we hold toward
them.”
Elbert Hubbard

December 2nd

“The starting point of all achievement is desire. Keep this constantly
in mind. Weak desires bring weak results, just as a small amount of
fire makes a small amount of heat.”
Napoleon Hill
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December 3rd

“Your diamonds are not in far distant mountains or in yonder seas;
they are in your own backyard, if you but dig for them.”
Russell H. Conwell

December 4th

“Kindness is the golden key that unlocks the hearts of others”
Henry Drummond

December 5th

“He who can change his mind every day and think the new about
everything every day, will always be well; he will always have
happiness; he will always be free; his life will always be interesting;
he will constantly move forward into the larger, the richer and the
better; and whatever is needed for his welfare today, of that he shall
surely have abundance.”
Christian Larson

December 6th

“We work to become, not to acquire.”
Elbert Hubbard

December 7th

“The starting point of all achievement is desire.”
Napoleon Hill

December 8th

“When mental energy is allowed to follow the line of least resistance
and to fall into easy channels, it is called weakness.”
James Allen

December 9th

“Unless a man enters upon the vocation intended for him by nature,
and best suited to his peculiar genius, he cannot succeed.”
P.T. Barnum
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December 10th

“The way to develop decisiveness is to start right where you are, with
the very next question you face.”
Napoleon Hill

December 11th

“Your friend is the man who knows all about you, and still likes you.”
Elbert Hubbard

December 12th

“A man carries his success or his failure with him, it does not depend
on outside conditions.”
Ralph Waldo Trine

December 13th

“Your opinion of your mental capacity may be great, but if your idea
of intelligence is crude, your intelligence producing thought will also
be crude, and can produce only crude intelligence. It is therefore
evident that to simply think that you are brilliant will not produce
brilliancy, unless your understanding of brilliancy is made larger,
higher and finer.”
Christian Larson

December 14th

“The world has the habit of making room for the man whose actions
show that he knows where he is going.”
Napoleon Hill

December 15th

“If the tissues of your body have not been so destroyed that continued
life is impossible, you can get well; and if you will think and act in a
Certain Way, you will get well.”
Wallace D. Wattles

December 16th

“Begin to act from your dominion. Declare the truth by telling
yourself that there is nothing to be afraid of, that you no longer
entertain any images of fear.”
Ernest Holmes
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December 17th

“Where much is expected from an individual, he may rise to the level
of events and make the dream come true.”
Elbert Hubbard

December 18th

“There are no limitations to the mind except those we acknowledge.”
Napoleon Hill

December 19th

“Whether you be man or woman you will never do anything in this
world without courage. It is the greatest quality of the mind next to
honour.”
James Allen

December 20th

“No man can pass his self-imposed bounds or limitations.”
Orison Swett Marden

December 21st

“Today is the day in which to express your noblest qualities of mind
and heart, to do at least one worthy thing which you have long
postponed.”
Grenville Kleiser

December 22nd

“There is no hope of success for the person who does not have a
central purpose, or definite goal at which to aim.”
Napoleon Hill

December 23rd

“It is a sin to be poor.”
Charles Fillmore
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December 24th

“Love is the magic key that unlocks the doors of heaven. We do not
have to ask for love, but only to give it - to express it. Love is the
supreme law of life: guided by Wisdom it rules the universe. Every
thought, every desire, every word, every emotion that is not Love, or
which is against Love, or is out of harmony with the Law of Love,
creates disorder, suffering, discord, ugliness, unhappiness, from
which there is no escape. "Whatsoever a man soweth that shall he
also reap." Nothing is truer than this - that we are mixed up with the
disorder of our own sowing, that we cannot escape from it, except we
make the supreme surrender to the Law of Love, and bring every
thought, word, deed and desire into captivity to it.”
Henry Thomas Hamblin

December 25th

“Instead of pointing a finger, we should hold out our hand”
Henry Drummond

December 26th

“Think twice before you speak, because your words and influence
will plant the seed of either success or failure in the mind of another.”
Napoleon Hill

December 27th

“Every man has an atmosphere which is affecting every other.”
William George Jordan

December 28th

“Work joyfully and peacefully, knowing that right thoughts and right
efforts inevitably bring about right results.”
James Allen

December 29th

“You are more than you appear to be Life is greater than you have ever known itThe best is yet to come.”
Ernest Holmes

December 30th

“Think and grow rich.”
Napoleon Hill
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December 31st

“There is one quality which one must possess to win, and that is
definiteness of purpose, the knowledge of what one wants, and a
burning desire to possess it.”
Napoleon Hill

January 1st

“Be so strong that nothing can disturb your peace of mind. Talk
health, happiness, and prosperity to every person you meet. Make all
your friends feel there is something special in them. Look at the
sunny side of everything. Think only of the best, work only for the
best, and expect only the best. Be as enthusiastic about the success of
others as you are about your own. Forget the mistakes of the past and
press on to the greater achievements of the future. Give everyone a
smile. Spend so much time improving yourself that you have no time
left to criticize others. Be too big for worry and too noble for anger.”
Christian D Larson

January 2nd

“To get to heaven we must take it with us”
Henry Drummond

January 3rd

“Confidence is the father of achievement.”
Orison Swett Marden

January 4th

“You will become as small as your controlling desire; as great as you
dominant aspiration.”
James Allen

January 5th

“Victory is always possible for the person who refuses to stop
fighting.”
Napoleon Hill

January 6th

“The secret of visualization lies in the occult and psychological
principle that “as is the mental matrix, so is the mental form; and as is
the mental form, so is the physical materialization”.”
William Walker Atkinson

